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You are here: Home »CFA Prep »Best CFA Level 1 Books 2020: CFAI Curriculum, Wasser or Wiley? Choosing the best CFA books to learn from is a valid approach for preparing your CFA exam. However, if the budget is not an issue, we strongly recommend learning from a completely comprehensive
CFA course. Unlike the book, the full CFA course will include video lectures, testing banks with interactive questions, virtual assistance from professors and more. There are several CFA Level 1 books from which to choose. I went alphabetically for comparison purposes, but I went into more detail later on
which is the best CFA L1 book option for most CFA applicants. All books on this list have been updated for CFA exams in December 2020. A summary of the best CFA Level 1 books in 2020 CFA detailed level 1 comparison books if you are looking for the best CFA preparatory books to study with, know
there are different considerations depending on your background, learning style, and budget. 1. First CFA official curriculum, you should know that the electronic version of the official CFA Level I textbook, also known as the curriculum, is included in your CFA Level 1 registration. In other words, you don't
need to buy it unless you explicitly want a printed version. However, I strongly recommend purchasing the printed version although active reading will help you pass your exam. Active reading, in this case, means highlighting and taking notes. In addition, you may want to work through some examples and
questions directly in the book. Therefore, it is more cost effective for most people to purchase the official CFA textbook printed level 1 because it will cost a small fortune to print 3,712 pages! Benefits In terms of quality, the CFA curriculum is the most comprehensive and detailed you will probably get from
any CFA book. Therefore, this option is best for applicants who want to enter the minutiae of exam content. Many candidate disadvantages find the curriculum too long (3,712 pages!) and difficult to digest. If you are looking for the best CFA level I am studying material that will cover concepts more
broadly, one of the preparatory books below may be a better option. Our proposal when it comes to books to the CFA level I go to, we do not recommend relying solely on the curriculum to prepare. However, it's still free when you sign up and can be great to use as complementary content if you want a
deeper dive in certain topics. 2. Kaplan Wasser CFA Level 1 books better known as Wasser Notes, these textbooks are a concise overview of CFA content for applicants who do not have time to read through the entire CFAI curriculum. This group includes 7 Level I CFA books and one formula sheet.
You'll also find 6 practice exams within the set. Unlike the 3,712 long visited CFAI, this set has only 1,100 pages (whew)! Material Pros Schweser is considered one of the best CFA books for a reason - it is readable and makes It's easy to understand for those who don't necessarily have financial
backgrounds. These drawbacks are the most expensive books on the level I'm available. But, if you have a bigger budget, it may be more prudent to invest in a full CFA course instead, which includes qbank, video instruction, and guide help. Our proposal while these books can have a prohibitive cost for
some applicants, many people consider it the best book for the CFA Level I. However, Schwetzer doesn't sell these books directly, so the best and most expensive way to purchase these books is through Amazon. 3. Wiley CFA Level 1 Books – Our winner for best CFA Level 1 book! Like The Creator,
Wiley's CFA books provide a high-level summary of the content displayed in the curriculum. Unlike the CFA curriculum, these CFA books are only 1/3 in terms of the number of pages! Five books are included in the set, and all of Los Angeles is covered. In addition, this group includes color coding, making
learning concepts even more efficient. Finally, Wiley CFA has a stable team preparing for an accounting and financial test for more than 40 years. In fact, Wiley CPAexcel is one of the best-selling wind products in any spirit review market. Wiley CFA has a team big enough to make consistent updates and
they certainly know how to best teach the concepts covered in the CFA Test. Benefits Given the sheer magnitude of material you must know when preparing for your CFA level test I, you want a preparatory book that can be covered quickly, and these certainly meet these criteria. As with other Wiley
products, this CFA textbook is well organized with user-friendly design. Wiley wins our vote for best book at I-CFA level because it's succinct, but not so much so that concepts are brilliantly over. In addition, the books are very easy to read and leave plenty of room for you to take notes. We still haven't
found another book that's easy to read like this! These books are also highly rated by our readers too. Disadvantages Like Kaplan Wasser's textbook, this is the version without online test preparation and other learning tools. Our suggestion as you can imagine, this book does not intend readers to go
over any concept in detail. Therefore, it's probably not best for an absolute beginner to fund, but the set is great if the candidate has some background and/or if he/she is willing to address the CFA curriculum when necessary. We certainly love how easy it is to read this book, the color coding, and the full
coverage of all LOSs. Check out Wiley CFA 4's tutorial. Wiley 11th Hour Guide was originally created by Alan Guides, Wiley CFA 11 Hour Review and Bank Test is a summary of the summary for the final review. However, the physical book has no examples, so it's best used to review key concepts you
may have forgotten, rather than as a core textbook to learn from. Benefits for those who want a quick refresh of concepts without re-reading for an extended period of time This is a great option and will give a comprehensive view, a big picture of the research units. Disadvantages Don't have enough
information to use this as your primary learning tool. Our suggestion if you want the textbook, you can check out the latest version on Amazon. Conclusion: Which CFA books are the best to learn with? For those who have a bigger budget to spend on preparing a CFA test, we recommend you get a full,
integrated CFA review course. Comprehensive review courses are going to be the best CFA Level 1 research materials for most CFA applicants and will provide multiple learning components for preparation. Furthermore, these full courses will increase the chances of passing on your first attempt.
However, if you are on a budget, we recommend combining the CFA curriculum with one of the Hennell textbooks to ensure you have a comprehensive understanding of the test material. Click to compare these CFA review courses now! CFA® financial analyst are trademarks owned by the CFA Institute.
CAIA® Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst are trademarks owned by alternative investment analyst association Chartered. Don't over-pay! Save $100 on Princeton review CFA!x not overpay! Save $100 on Princeton CFA Review! Hone your test skills with these proven research products.
SchweserPro™ QBank – NEWPrepare with thousands of questions such as exams, custom quizzes, training videos, detailed explanations and performance metrics. Wassernotes™ than just textbooks. This 5-volume group breaks down the CFA curriculum into bite-sized sections to help you learn and
maintain learning outcome statements. SchweserNotes™ AudioTake SchweserNotes wherever you go with more than 20 hours of professional readings and full coverage of the entire CFA program curriculum. Practice exams Identify opportunities to strengthen your areas of trouble and complete your
knowledge base with four full-length practice exams. Tabs Check your knowledge of each learning result statement whenever you have 15 minutes free with this mobile learning tool. QuicksheetReview is online with this compact learning tool that summarizes key formulas, definitions and concepts
needed to pass the CFA test. Prepare with confidence and save money when you buy one of our packages. Along with the best teaching materials in the industry, you'll receive valuable guidance from specialist CFA payrolls and a final review to strengthen your knowledge.Combine effective teaching
materials, expert instruction, and a final review to provide you with maximum security on exam day. Learn at your own pace with this comprehensive CFA program study package, which includes our candidates' preferred SchweserNotes program™. OnDemand, Live Online or In-PersonAttend lessons in
your schedule with OnDemand lectures or structure your curriculum with interactive live online or face-to-face lessons.Build your confidence with materials that will prepare you for exam day. Review workshops Browse exam subjects that cause you trouble and build Security by interacting with CFA ® in a
live or online classroom. Simulated exams Don't go into exam day without working out first. Replicate the ® CFA with an experience closest to the real thing you can get. Secret sauce® the curriculum is only half the equation for success. Learn exam day strategies and get guidance on how to pass the
CFA exam. Learn the basic key elements of the Level I exam before you start studying. Core Elements OnlineReceive package both the financial analysis and financial and investment courses. A financial reporting and analysis course was an introduction to the revenue page, balance and cash flow flow.
Math and financial investment courseSter the idea of time value of money and its use in investment valuation. Wasser offers free CFA resources to help you get through. Experience Wasser's key research tools and get concise and comprehensive coverage of the entire CFA curriculum® independently.
Sign up »Sign up now to get a CFA program practice question for your exam level directly in your inbox every day! The daily questions will continue until exam day. Sign up » Schwesser here to help you journey to exam day. Each month, our pledge guide will offer you our free resources, which you think
will best improve your curriculum. Registration » »
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